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There's nothing quite like hearing the thrilling timbre of a throbbing exhaust note or feeling the
gratifying feedback from a superbly tuned steering system while flying down a twisty road. Few
affordable cars offer both these satisfying sensations, but the Chevy Camaro is one of them. It's
not focused solely on being loud and going fast, howeverâ€”even though it does both of those
tasks very well. Chevy's two-door pony car comes as a coupe or convertible, and it offers
copious features and countless personalization options. While the hp Camaro ZL1 is the most
raucous versionâ€”and reviewed separatelyâ€”every model from the base four-cylinder to the
V-6 to the V-8 can be enhanced for track duty with the transformational 1LE package. Sure, the
interior can feel claustrophobic and has several other quirks, but the Chevy Camaro is primarily
geared towards those who love to drive. Like us. Chevy improves the Camaro with some
different color options, new features, and wider transmission availability. All models now come
with wireless Apple CarPlay and Android Auto, which means the app can be streamed to the
car's infotainment system without needing to be plugged in. The track-oriented 1LE package is
now available with the speed automatic transmission on Vpowered SS models. In our humble
opinion, the best way to experience any new Camaro is with the optional 1LE Track
Performance package. It adds distinct appearance pieces such as black-painted inch wheels
and satin-black exterior accents as well as unique interior bits that include microsuede trim and
more supportive Recaro front seats SS models only. However, the most important upgrades are
the ones that affect performance. Every 1LE has a dual-mode exhaust system, enhanced
powertrain-cooling components, more powerful brakes, a limited-slip differential, and special
suspension tuning. While we love that even models with the four-cylinder and V-6 engines offer
the 1LE package, we'd choose to pair it with the 1SS trim that only comes with the hearty V That
decision would coincide with picking the standard manual transmission, of course. The base hp
four-cylinder isn't slowâ€” we tested a manual model that proved surprisingly quick. But
uneven throttle responses and unpleasant, unsporting sounds accompanied its dull demeanor.
On the other hand, upgrading to the hp V-6 completely changes the car's character. The gutsy
six has its own distinctly searing soundtrack. Its tremendous low-end torque, linear power
delivery, and chest-compressing acceleration are enhanced by the optional dual-mode exhaust,
which erupts with a sharp bark at startup and thunderous sounds during wide-open-throttle
blasts. The standard six-speed manual transmission maintains the enthusiast spirit. For cars
not equipped with the 1LE package, the six-speed manual transmission is standard. An
eight-speed automatic is optional with the four-cylinder engine, and the speed automatic can be
paired with the V-6 and V The Camaro's astonishing chassis provides a car-and-driver
connection see what we did there? Its solid structure engenders precise handling and a quality
feel. Its well-balanced ride is firm enough to be agile on curvy roads yet still compliant on rough
surfaces. Paired with the 1LE setup, the coupes transcend their classâ€”competing with cars
costing much, much more. The 1Les are taut on the track yet relaxed on regular roads Their
electrically assisted power-steering systems have reasonable efforts and highly accurate
responses. The hot Chevy completes the performance trifecta with excellent brakes; the brake
pedal consistently provides progressive and assuring responses. The 1LE models get even
more powerful, track-ready Brembo brakes. The EPA estimates the Camaro with the
turbocharged four-cylinder engine will earn up to 22 mpg in the city and 30 mpg on the highway.
The V-6 and V-8 powertrains are less frugal, with the six topping out at 18 mpg city and 29
highway and the eight topping out at 16 mpg city and 26 highway. Still, the latter engines
performed well on our mph highway fuel-economy route, which is part of our extensive testing
regimen. We've tested each of the Camaro's three available enginesâ€”paired with the manual
transmissionâ€”and they were all within 1 mpg plus or minus of their government highway
ratings. The Camaro interior is an improvement versus the previous generation, with better
materials and a more modern look. Its comfortable front seats and straightforward layout are
high points, but its torturously small back seat and compromised visibility inhibit livability. An
optional head-up display is useful and not offered the Dodge Challenger or Ford Mustang. The
Camaro also can be equipped with customizable ambient interior lighting, which adds a cool
appearance. The Chevy outshines its rivals on the track and in the fun-to-drive department, but
its back seat is basically unusable for adults. The Camaro is also outmatched in terms of cargo
space and interior storage. It held the least amount of carry-on luggage compared to its
space-stingy rivals, and has a laughably small trunk opening. Every Camaro has a user-friendly
touchscreen that supports Chevy's Infotainment 3 software. While the larger 8. Otherwise, its
mix of controls and organized menus is appreciated. Chevy's setup has everything
standardâ€”intuitive controls, attractive menus, responsive feedback, a Wi-Fi hotspot, and
wireless Apple CarPlay and Android Auto that can be accessed without plugging a smartphone
into a USB port. Although the Chevy pony car also has less driver-assistance technology than
either of its rivals, it's available with several pieces of safety equipment. Key features include:.

Chevrolet offers a limited and powertrain warranty that compares favorably with Ford and
Dodge. The Bow Tie brand provides the first maintenance service free of charge, too.
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job, a desperate attempt by GM to meet the challenge presented by the ludicrously successful
Ford Mustang. The introduction of the Mustang in April caught virtually everyone except Ford
off guard. Where was Chevy's affordable sporty car to compete with the Mustang? While there
had been notions advanced for producing a "Super Nova" of sorts before the Mustang debuted,
it wasn't until the Mustang was a proven hit in August of that the go-ahead was given to rush a
comparable car into production. That's a fully developed car in Chevy showrooms by the fall of
â€”barely more than two years. The same basic car, known within GM as the F-car, would also
show up at Pontiac dealers as the Firebird. But while Pontiac would spin the car its own way,
the Camaro was almost fully baked by the time the Firebird was approved for production.
Although the Camaro would become the Mustang's most intense rival, its history doesn't
strictly parallel that of the Ford product. And with five generations of Camaros already behind
us, and a sixth on its way, that heritage is worth charting. In much the same way that the first
Mustang is mostly a Falcon under its skin, the first Camaro is mostly Nova bits. That includes
its hybrid structure of a unibody with a front subframe. But while Novas like this '65 were in
production as the F-car was being developed, the Camaro would be based on the upcoming
second-generation Chevy II that would appear as a '68 model. Just over , were sold that first
year compared to more than , Mustangs during the same period. The base engine was a
cubic-inch 3. The option list was long and included four different small-block V-8s and two
big-blocks. The top choice was the hp, cubic-inch 6. Just 25, convertibles were part of Camaro
production. The Indianapolis was paced by a Camaro convertible with a hp version of the
big-block V-8 engine under its hood. Chevrolet didn't produce replicas as such, but there were
of these Ermine White droptops built for Indianapolis Motor Speedway use, most of which were
later sold as used cars. Chevrolet was determined to establish high-performance credentials for
the Camaro. During the season, Donohue would win three times. In , the same car redecorated
as a '68 was among those used by Donohue to win 10 of the 13 races that season. Camaros
have long been among America's most-raced cars. Here's Grumpy's Camaro on its way to
winning the very first Pro Stock title at the Winternationals. New taillights and grilles were also
part of the package. Choosing the RS option included hidden headlights. The SS option
included dual exhaust, red-stripe tires, black accents on the grille, and a retuned suspension.
Structurally, the Camaro was little different from the first two editions. But the bodywork was
more voluptuous and slightly provocative. For the second time, a Camaro paced the
Indianapolis , and this time Chevrolet produced replicas of this Z11 convertible with its
signature orange houndstooth upholstery. The was powered by the hp, L72 iron-block
cubic-inch 7. Only 69 of the s were built, and they were all powered by the aluminum ZL-1
big-block also rated at horsepower. Those ZL-1 Camaros built in are considered the most
collectible of them all. Hot rods are an essential element of the Camaro's heritage. Over the
years, the Camaro has been twisted by its owners into parade floats, jacked-up street racers,
gilded Pro Street show cars, and a few truly awesome supercars. GM engineer Mark Stielow's
series of first-generation Camaros are thoroughly rebuilt around the vast hoard of aftermarket
parts available for the car as well as later-model components adapted to the vehicle. Our Blue
Maxi remains one of the magazine's most indelible project cars. At the same time it would have
to be tractable on the highway and it would have to be a credit to its publisher. Mostly it had to
represent everything we thought was right about the automobile in an atmosphere of increasing
criticism of anything with four wheelsâ€”especially four fat wheels. Bigger than before and
lacking a convertible variant, the new Camaro was nonetheless similarly engineered to the
first-generation car, with a front subframe and a unibody rear structure. It's more tolerant to
driving techniques now, more mature in its behavior. The LT-1 may have sacrificed some of the
DZ's high-revving charisma, but it was a much friendlier everyday driving companion. The
high-back seats indicate that the pictured car is a modelâ€”when a switch to SAE "net"
power-rating standards dropped the nominal output of the LT-1 to horsepower. The
second-generation Camaro carried on visually almost unchanged through And yes, the styling
was cribbed from Ferrari. The big-block V-8s fell off the menu for New federal bumper
regulations meant the nose and tail of the Camaro had to be redesigned for Considering how
massive those aluminum bumpers were, the car survived their addition admirably. The V-8
under the hood was rated at only horsepower. And by , it was! This was the first year for
catalytic converters, and the output of Camaro engines skidded downward. In '75 the Rally

Sport option became a paint-and-tape package. Flat-black paint in the s was a challenge to
protect. Painted bumpers were, um, well, er. Little changed with the '76 model. Midway through
the model year, the Z28 returned shorn of its mid-name slash. Now emphasizing handling, it
rode on big, 15x7-inch wheels, and its small-block was rated at a towering horsepower. In ,
horses was huge. Despite this lack of excitement, Chevy sold almost , '77 Camarosâ€”that was
almost three times the sales of its younger, smaller, sport-coupe brother, the Monza. The big
change for '78 was new soft-plastic bumper covers. Also, for the first time, a translucent T-top
roof option was also added. Good-looking whitewall tires, too. The last of the second-generation
Camaros were built as models. That year model run is the longest for a Camaro generation.
Truly all new, the Camaro used a full unitized structure, a new coil-spring rear suspension, and
struts in the front. And for the first time, the Camaro was a hatchback. But while the new
Camaro was modern and gorgeous in that flat-plane s way, it was seriously underpowered.
Base Sport Coupes were equipped with the heinous 2. A hp, 2. But at least that engine could be
had with a four-speed manual transmission. Opting for the hp Cross-Fire-injected version of
that engine meant going with a three-speed automatic. In our August issue, Don Sherman
reported this about the new Z28 with Cross-Fire throttle-body injection: "When you drive a Z28,
there is one engineering breakthrough that slaps you right in the face: This Camaro is not a
committee car. The shock valving is so tight that you feel pebbles on the pavement as you back
out of a parking space. It took 8. Introduction of the all-new third generation was reason enough
for the Camaro to pace the Indianapolis for the third time. Unfortunately, the pokey hp
Cross-Fire Injection 5. That's not enough for Indianapolis. So the actual pace car was powered
by a modified 5. Drivers David Hobbs and Willy T. Ribbs took nine of the 13 events in these
tube-frame racers. Ribbs won five races and Hobbs four, with John Paul Jr. Hobbs won the
championship based on his consistent finishes. Performance was returning to the Z28 by with
the introduction of the hp L69 version of the 5. While it still used a four-barrel carburetor, it was
now available with a five-speed manual transmission. This is the '84 Camaro, which looked
almost identical to the '82 and ' The big leap forward for Camaro performance in the '80s was
the introduction of the IROC-Z with its spectacular inch five-spoke wheels. And so New Jersey
got its official car. The third-generation Camaro was offered in a now practically forgotten
Berlinetta model with V-6 or V-8 power and an almost hypnotic digital dashboard. Interest in the
Berlinetta shrank to only about units in '86, and it wasn't part of the '87 lineup. There's a reason
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Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
And thanks for reading Autoblog. Autoblog Staff. Share 0 Comments. Sign in to post. Thank
You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice
you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable
adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down
menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending
on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey
again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few
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browser. Please enter a display name. Cancel Change Name. The first-generation Camaro hit its
peak in Compared to the earlier and first gens, there were more engine choices, sleeker styling,
a lower, wider, and meaner appearance, and special appearance packages and trim codes. From
GM's standpoint, the Camaro was "the next best thing to a 'Vette. There were so many ways to
option up a Camaro, any of these demographics could have a Camaro that catered specifically
to its tastes. Over the Camaro's extended production run from August through November a
union strike delayed the all-new models , , Camaros rolled off the production lines from plants
in Norwood, Ohio, and Van Nuys, California, a record that would stand until What more could
one desire? One of Chevy's main pitches for the younger crowd was that a Camaro was all
about having fun in the sunâ€”and everywhere else. Today when you buy a new car, many
options are only available as part of overall packages, but during the glory days of the muscle
car era many of the Camaro's plus RPOs regular production options could be ordered

individually, a la carte. Although the average dealer did stock the showroom with more or less
identical cars, there were so many choices and options available and so many different Camaro
trim and paint codes that, in theory, Chevy could build thousands of Camaros and not have any
two of them end up exactly identical. This Chevy ad appeals to both the younger hip
generationâ€”but also to their oldster parents. But don't think we won't sell you a Camaro if
you're over This is exceedingly rare; most SS Camaros came with Rally wheels. From a hot rod
perspective, even hardcore performance versions had a huge amount of choices in
transmissions, axle ratios, and of course engine packages. You could order a Camaro SS with a
four-barrel or three different engines. There were three different Muncie four-speeds offered.
You could tart up any Camaro with an RS styling package or deluxe interior. And these were
just some of the publicly disclosed options. Chevy knew kids loved the sporty Camaro. But they
wanted to convince squaresville parents who of course really had the bucks that it was OK to
cross the under generation gap and communicate with young folks about all the great new
features introduced in "including a little device that washes your headlights for you. You should
drive a new Camaro the first chance you get. Even if you're So much freedom of choice may
have been cool or groovy, but a half century later it's also downright confusing to collectors,
restorers, and gearheads alike. It wouldn't be too out there to say that rare Camaro variations
occasionally still turn up, and yet these survivors as the enthusiast community calls them are
all-original and remarkably have all documentation intact. Enthusiast sites are filled with
endless discussions of what should be correct. Here, we'll take a look at some of the basic
Camaro variations, options, and trim codes using rare GM historical photos and videos, as well
as secret photos retrieved from our archives that represent the high watermark of the American
muscle car era. The under-the-hood message: Whoever drives a Camaro obviously gets the
galâ€”or the guy. Interestingly, the guy is driving a standard Rallysport Coupe, while the lady
has her foot into a blazing red SS convertible. Equal opportunity here, s style! And go hug a
road. New technology such as computer-selected suspension springs a real first and antitheft
steering-column-mounted ignition lock were all new for Compared to and models, the Camaro is
slightly lower and wider, with a more muscular, in-your-face look, especially in its frontal profile.
Two basic body styles continued to be available: a semi-fastback coupe and a convertible in 18
single colors as well as new for six two-tone combinations. Camaros hugged the road, so the ad
guys called them the Hugger. To emphasize the point, Camaros were available in a new
in-your-face paint color, Hugger Orange. The hp base V-8s note front fender badge were leftover
engines. They were superseded shortly after the start of production with a hp whoopee. This car
is probably a prototype since it's missing the Chevy bowtie on the middle of the front grille. This
black-and-white photo illustrates the correct appearance of a base Camaro's front grille and rear
taillight panel. The front grille is silver with a blue bowtie emblem in the middle. Another bowtie
emblem is centered between the rear taillights on the body-colored taillight panel. Dawn of a
new age, the age of Camaro. Looks like the bowtie grille emblem has finally arrived in this shot.
Standard hoods for base cars were flat except for a centerline character crease. There's that
subtle hugger theme again. I guess she really loves her new Camaro. That, or it's a really cold
day somewhere out on the high plains. Another new color for was Daytona Yellow. There
continued to be two body styles: coupe and convertible. Front-end features for the RS trim
package include a more oval-shaped black grille with centered "RS" badge and hidden
headlights. We learn about building cars by building trucks. The subliminal message is that the
manly-man truck driver really admires the Camaro or is it, ahem, the driver of the Camaro.
Interestingly, this SS appears to have base-car dog-dish wheel hubcaps. On SS cars, the front
grille had an in-your-face "SS" replacing the bowtie on a usually black grille. Are we sensing a
hugger theme again here? Like, maybe, a muscular hugger. And not the Alien movie
face-hugger parasite, either. Why not pick up your son from school in a Hugger Orange Camaro
SS with an upscale black vinyl roof? I'm off to meet the gals for a light Ford lunch at the
dragstrip. For the competition to follow. A Chevy Camaro was the official pace car of the Indy in
and again in Chevy released limited-edition pace car replica tie-ins. This GM studio shot lacks
the engine-size badge ahead of the side cornering light, likely because the replicas were
available with any SS or engine. Also note the rear antenna RPO U73 visible on this example
standard antennas were on the right front fender ahead of the windshield pillar. The real pace
car had an L71 hp with the L89 aluminum heads and a TH automatic trans. Trackside at Indy
there were also support Indy pace cars, most with a and an automatic, but a few had s and
four-speed manuals. All pace cars got the Super Scooper hood, white rear tail panels even with
the , ZJ7 Rally wheels, and custom orange houndstooth interior. The decals came in the trunk,
and the owner could apply them as desired. All Camaros had plain simulated vent louvers
between the door and rear wheel openings. Most SS builds had 14 x7 Rally steel wheels with
trim rings and turbine shown here on Indy pace car or SS center caps, shod with F tires. This

modern-day shot of a Z11 Indy pace car convertible clearly shows off the RS front-end and grille
with hidden headlights. It has modern radial tires on Rally wheels, but the visible deep dish is a
clue these are wider aftermarket clones. So ominous it goes by its code name. Tell them 'Zap!
Cart before the horse? We're not complaining. Although the vast majority of Camaros had
chrome bumpers, during the production run RPO VE3 body color front bumpers became
available. Officially called the Endura bumper, this design had a steel core surrounded by a
flexible polyurethane shell painted to match the body. The rear bumpers were always chrome.
You can't see the rare JL8 four-wheel disc brake option hiding out under the 15 x 7 Rally
wheels. This rare example belongs to Steve Shauger. Officially COPOs came with 14 x 7 Rally
wheels like the set on this example, although some with stealthy base Camaro body-colored
wheels and dog dish hubcaps are known to exist. Who let the dog dishes out? Triply rare: It has
genuine body-colored wheels with dog dish hubcaps. From stealth to in your face:
Performance-oriented dealers like Yenko Chevrolet and Berger Chevrolet sometimes applied
their own custom stripes, lettering, and emblems to the otherwise plain-looking COPOs.
Besides the official factory-built cars, the dealers also built in-house COPOs by swapping out
engines for s. Chevy figured endorsements of the sporty Camaroâ€”especially by sophisticated
European celebrities, such as this ad featuring alpine ski racer Olympic gold-medal winner Jean
Claude Killy with his cool French accentâ€”proved that if the Camaro could impress
sophisticated drivers of European sports cars who incidentally also owned their own private
airplanes, it must be good for real red-blooded Americans. Well, wringing out the Camaro sure
beats the other guy's "rich Corinthian leather" ads in my book. The RS hidden headlight doors
now have three small slots that both enhance appearance plus allow some light to filter through
if a malfunction prevents the doors from opening. Another shot of the from Chevy's Hugger
campaign still missing a front grille emblem. Chevrolet went out of its way to emphasize the
Camaro road hugger theme: lean, mean, wide, and low. Is the Joe Squaresville driver real, or a
mannequin? In your face and ready to rumble. In earlier years non-RS cars mount the lamps on
the grille inboard of the headlamps: round in , rectangular in Standard Camaro grilles were more
recessed than to models, so the headlights and bezels stuck farther out, giving the ominous
front-end more of a bug-eyed monster look. Skinny tires were the norm on base cars, with the
standard 14 x 5. Urban Camaro: V31 front bumper guards helped 12, Camaros navigate those
tight city parking spaces. Yes, the standard grille's Chevy bowtie emblem is blue, OK?
Meanwhile, back at the ranch: Howdy, partner, care to take me for a ride? Don't think one
saddle's enough for all those horses. Or maybe she's grimacing because that saddle may not fit
in the Camaro trunk along with the spare tire. Or maybe he's fixated on the Camaro instead of
her. Or maybe Just write your own caption! Escape to the freedom of the open road in a cue
chorus Hugger Orange Camaro with a blue bowtie grille emblem. This photo clearly shows the
standard hood, mostly flat with a center crease line. Road geek subtle trivia: In , the center
hash-marks separating opposing traffic on two-lane American roads was still white, not yellow
like today often forgotten by historical movie makers, yellow hash marks began in The shape
better integrates with the new body-colored, hideaway headlamp doors. The caption on this GM
publicity photo collage reads: "Which came first On SS models, the silver eggcrate front grille
changes to black with an SS logo replacing the bowtie. The standard hood for Camaro SS
models had two panel inserts, each with four square simulated stacks often referred to as ice
trays. This red restomod's modern wheels and tires are obviously not stock. The ad boys called
it "Camaro's new Super Scoop. We really put our foot into it this time. A ZL2 Super Scoop hood
sucked cold air from the base of the windshield. The two little squarish knobs above the
headlight are really RPO CE1 headlight washer system nozzles. Who says you can't relive your
youth? Rare options include the late front Endura body-colored bumper and the factory
cross-ram under the ZL2 ducted hood. For more, click here. Photo by John Gilbert. Speak
Camaro. Vroom, vroom. There were a dizzying array of badges, emblems, and stripes available
in ; here are a few of them. Note missing hockey-stick SS stripe; this is either an Indy pace car
SS or the owner ordered a "stripe delete. The best info we have is Super Scoops ordered with
other engines did not generally carry hood badges as the displacement was already present on
the front fenders again, except for plainclothes COPOs. All Camaros came with a "Camaro"
script badge and a small "By Chevrolet" emblem underneath, both on the front of the hood as
well as the rear deck-lid. This emblem always overlays the body color, regardless of whether the
car has sport stripes. Standard headlight bezel was silver unless optional chrome trim rings
were ordered. Hand-applied hockey-stick striping on front fenders and doors were standard on
SS except pace car. If you look closely at the zoomed photo you can see the optional chrome
headlight trim rings. The Camaro powertrain lineup saw a record in available engine options.
Chevy offered 14 different engines at one time or another over the course of the Camaro's
extended production run, including two straight-sixes, six small-block V-8s, and six big-block

V-8s. With the standard 3. Coincidence or conspiracy? Note the round cutout in the underside
of the hood that seals to a rubber ring around the air cleaner. An incorrect urban legend claims
the install kit with intake was included loose in the trunk for those who ordered the unique
optionâ€”but there's no RPO for this race package. Yet another late s GM edict: No multicarb
production carbs allowedâ€”except for Corvette. The cross-ram usually paired with a unique
fiberglass cold-air hood that used an oval-shaped cutout and matching air cleaner in place of
the round hole in the steel hood used with single four-barrels. In this old GM photo, the engine
still has an intake-mounted oil filler tube, indicating the engine is a or a preproduction engine.
Emission standards were just starting to tighten. The pump was on the passenger side below
the relocated alternator on 's new long-nose water pump accessory drive system. All s shipped
with log-style exhaust manifolds set up for the AIR pump and diverter valve. For production
cars, the oil filler cap is now on the driver side valve cover instead of atop an intake-mounted
filler tube. The four official Camaro big-block options were the L34 hp , L35 hp , L78 hp, iron
heads , and L89 hp with aluminum heads. The L34 and shown L35 had hydraulic cams,
Quadrajet carbs, and oval-port cast-iron heads. The perforated inner pipe carried exhaust
gases; the outer pipe was crimped onto multiple length sections to filter out different sound
frequencies. Too loud for some wimpy states, when owners started getting tickets GM canceled
it in June This is Gardner Exhaust's repro of the small-block version. Photo by Gardner
Exhaust. The hp L78 had large rectangular-port heads, a solid-lifter mechanical cam, and a
Holley carb. The L89 option was a second option that substituted closed-chamber aluminum
heads on an otherwise similar L78 short-block both RPOs L78 and L89 must be ordered to get
the alloy heads. COPO central office production order options allowed those in the know to
special-order Camaros with big-blocks. As some were Yenko, Berger, and other dealer
conversions, there's no official production numbers, but probably between to 1, units total. To
keep wannabes from buying it, ZL1s were rated at hp, but really made over hp with headers and
a good tune, thanks to compression, aluminum open-chamber heads, a big racing solid cam,
and an early cfm Holley double-pumper carb. The cfm vacuum-secondary carb shown here was
replaced by an cfm double-pumper on production examples. This is the correct Camaro ZL1
installation complete with driver-side alternator, smog pump below the alternator, and the
original exhaust manifolds with ports to accept the smog pump tubes. Not really intended for
street driving, a ZL1 requires research octane gasoline; the best pump gas of the time was rated
at Coincidenceâ€”or conspiracy? The calibration and external features are different than
today's This refurbished original was seen on eBay. Photo by eBay. The had typical late s
Chevy divorced choke linkage and pull-off, although the rod to the intake wasn't hooked up at
the factory. Note small secondary cfm accelerator pump instead of large 50cc pump used on
today's Holley reproduced the about 15 years ago, and some resto outfits like Classic Industries
still have new repro stock. The high-rise aluminum intake on a real factory-built L88 and ZL1
had a cut-down plenum for better high-rpm performance. The had mixture-distribution tabs on
the booster venturis to help solve mixture-distribution problems with the cut-down plenum.
These carbs were also stagger-jetted. Highlights for Camaros include the first side-terminal
batteries, which were introduced midyear. The first modern alternator with integral regulator
also became optionally available: Just Camaros received the new 10SI amp alternators under
RPO K Exactly when this happened is a matter of debate. Initial availability may have depended
on engine choice and assembly plant Van Nuys or Norwood. Side-terminal batteries began to
appear in late April or early May Earlier Camaro batteries were all top-terminals. This is another
real McCoy with a 9J8 build date, which decodes as follows: 9 for ; J for September GM skipped
the letter "I" to avoid confusion with the number "1" ; 8 for the eighth day of the month. For and
depending on the engine, there was a choice of four automaticsâ€”two-speed Powerglide,
semiautomatic MB1 Torque-Drive six cylinders only , three-speed TH, or heavy-duty TH
three-speed. In manual transmissions, there were a column-shifted three speed, a floor-shifted
heavy-duty three speed, a Saginaw four-speed, M20 wide- and M21 close-ratio Muncie
four-speeds, and the ultimate M22 Muncie heavy-duty four-speed "rock-crusher. As for
rearends, there were 8. For the bolt, 2. There were both open and limited-slip Positraction cases.
Positraction RPO G80 was mandatory with 4. Go figure. Muncie four-speed transmissions in
Camaros all have a Hurst shifter, floor-mounted as shown here or inside the optional console.
Although obviously not stock, the Lakewood traction bars are period-correct for many drag cars
in and Photo by Mike Angelo. This photo shows a Wheel Ventiques generic SS reproduction
wheel. Photo by Wheel Ventiques. Base Camaros had drum brakes at all four corners. Pulling
out all the stops, there was the RPO JL8 four-wheel disc brakes, theoretically an optional
upgrade for any Camaroâ€”but very rare: Just JL8-equipped Camaros were assembly-line
produced, and only between February and May Drum and disc brakes require different steering
knuckles when using factory parts. A rare JL8 four-wheel disc brake option added big

Corvette-like four-piston calipers to all four wheels, the first time four-wheel discs were
factory-installed on a Camaro. Rotor diameter was The special bolt rearend used with JL8
brakes was slightly narrower than standard Camaro bolts. For many years you could buy a JL8
conversion kit from the dealer if your car wasn't lucky enough to have the big brakes installed
stock. Although standard on a Z28, 15 x 7 wheels were required for clearance on even the most
basic Camaros when JL8 was specified. JL8 four-wheel disc brakes had no proportioning valve
stock, just a big distribution block A. For , three different interior trim levels were available: a
standard or base interior, a special interior trim RPO Z23 , and a top-line custom interior RPO
Z87, includes Z No Camaros had bench seats. A Z87 top-line custom interior with the woodgrain
accents, upscale trim, and bright accents. It also includes optional black-and-white houndstooth
fabric seat inserts, a four-speed Hurst shifter-handle in the optional console, and
console-mounted auxiliary gauge cluster. The steering wheel rim cover is an owner add-on. GM
moved the ignition switch from the instrument panel to the steering column in Although most
cars that chose houndstooth opted for a black interior, it was also available with ivory, yellow,
and for Indy pace cars orange upholstery. This rare fully documented yellow version was
spotted in an original COPO Camaro, making it doubly rare, maybe one of a kind. Indy pace cars
all had exclusive Hugger Orange upholstery with orange houndstooth seats. The optional
steering wheel in this photo has a plastic rim and wood-grained plastic faceplate to match the
wood-grained instrument panel accents. This is what the driver sees sitting in a Camaro Indy
pace car replica. Fully loaded, this car has the auto trans console, console gauge cluster, big
tachometer, and N34 teakwood wheel with brushed metal three-spoke center and Chevrolet
bowtie horn-button cap. On this car with an otherwise standard interior, the optional teakwood
N34 steering wheel mounts on an optional N33 tilt steering column. Steering column color
always matches the instrument panel color. All Camaros with a three-speed automatic trans
came with the console and stirrup-grip shifter. Some two-speed automatics on some models
were still column-shifted in The same four-speed shifter was available with or without a console.
In , all Muncie transmissions used a Hurst shifter. The shift pattern was on a black knob without
a console. With a console, a plain white knob was used with the pattern displayed on a small
console plaque next to the shifter. The standard interior's vinyl-covered cardboard door panels
had separate padded armrests shown. The armrests were integrally molded into the panels with
custom interiors. This car also has the optional RPO D33 remote-controlled left-hand sideview
mirror. For the Camaro, gauge combos generally break down as follows:. The three-pod
instrument panel with tach but without console had the fuel gauge in the center pod as shown.
With both tach and console, there'd be an available optional clock for the center pod or else a
block-off plate. The base cluster with no tach had the clock in the center and a giant fuel gauge
on the right, along with idiot lights at the bottom. Dig the green gauge IP illumination. Setting
the needle to the desired speed triggers a buzzer when the car reached the setpoint. Then just
adjust that annoying tattletale needle higher! Cruise control wasn't available on Camaros it was
offered in and According to Camaro Research Group camaros. The first COPO s didn't have a
factory tach until later production batches. Stock factory tachs were notoriously slow at redline.
Yenko Chevrolet would bolt on a more accurate aftermarket tach after delivery or on a in-house
conversion. Without a console, Yenko installed aftermarket gauges above the glovebox. Also
note the base vinyl seats and base steering wheel with black plastic, pebble-grain faceplate. The
console-mounted gauge cluster RPO U17 included fuel, oil pressure, ammeter, and temperature
gauges, but you had to take your eyes off the road to read it. All Camaros radios were the
classic pushbutton style. The standard speaker for both mounts in a dashtop grille. You could
add a rear package shelf speaker with RPO U80 26, built. Radios were optional, so not ordering
a radio got you a stripper without a radio. There were 6, Camaros built with the U57 stereo
eight-track tape player. Normally, this standalone player bolted atop the console lid as shown,
orâ€”if it was a no-console buildâ€”was attached to the instrument panel underside. This
spread in a GM options brochure showcases the RPO U46 Vigilite light monitoring system,
which used fiberoptic cables connected to the front and rear lights to warn the driver if the
lights were working properly. All Corvettes had light monitoring from through , but it was
optional and rare on some other GM cars, including the and Camaro. How rare was U46? Just 1,
Camaros and 1, Camaros got the U46 package. The Corvette had a light monitor panel in the
console's shifter plate, but the cheaper Camaro used three remote units: one each on the leftand right-hand fender tops for the front lights and one below the rear window that could be
observed through the rearview mirror. We spotted this unit on eBay. On Camaros, the fuel
gauge moves from the center rear panel between the taillights to behind a fold-down license
plate frame. Redesigned sawtooth-like taillights include a small backup light panel in the center
on standard trim cars. RS trim moves the taillights underneath the bumper and bisects the
taillights with an extra horizontal piece of chrome trim. Off-white or black vinyl roofs were an

available option on any coupe model. Spare tires were usually the same size and make as the
installed wheels. On SS cars the panel was body colored. SS cars with engines came with a
satin black panel as shown, with two exceptions: 1 if the overall body color was Tuxedo Black,
that paint was also used on the rear panel; 2 Indy pace cars were all white, even with the They're
surrounded by a chrome bezel. Small, rectangular translucent backup lamps are inset into the
center of the taillight assembly on non-RS models as shown. As an RS, the taillamps are
bisected horizontally with added chrome trim and the backup lamps under the rear bumper.
Except for early , which used leftover rear spoilers, rear spoilers were slightly taller and wider.
With a spoiler, the trunk Camaro emblem moves slightly forward for clearance. Late
Norwood-built Camaros starting with VIN NR have a new exterior trim code line on the Fisher
body trim plate riveted to the driver-side firewall that provides some indirect engine and model
clues that weren't included on Chevy VIN tags. No Van Nuys or early to midyear Norwood cars
have this exterior trim line. The "Z11" callout on this late production Camaro built at Norwood
shows it to be an Indy pace car convertible. Chevy didn't call out specific engines in the vehicle
identification number VIN before , only distinguishing between a coupe or a convertible; a
straight-six or a V-8 it could be any V-8 â€”so the added line at Norwood can help restorers zero
in on a Camaro's true trim, style, and pedigree. Putting you first keeps us first. If you want even
more specifics on to first-gen Camaros, including virtually every option, photos of the different
options, production numbers by option, and decoding of the VIN tag, trim plate, Protect-O-Plate
warranty plate if you didn't lose it , and engine codes, check out Jason Scott's Original
Chevrolet Camaro - ISBN Paul Zazarine's Camaro Exposed, - ISBN is chock-full of inside info on
the design and production of the first-gen cars. Read Zazarine's book to find out who it was
hint: It wasn't Joe Average. A very good first-gen Camaro hardcore fact website is Camaros.
Close Ad. Marlan Davis Author. Base interior: All-vinyl bucket seats, vinyl-covered door panels
with add-on separate armrests, basic emblems, and controls. Z
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23 Custom interior: Passenger grab bar, wood-accented steering wheel, bright metal trim. Z87
top-line Custom interior: Molded door panels, integral armrests, styled seats, and upscale
controls and emblems. A standard large right-hand pod with fuel gauge at the top and oil
pressure, brake pressure, and coolant temp idiot lights at the bottom. An optional clock RPO
U35 in a smaller center pod between the two large pods, or a block-off plate if the optional clock
wasn't ordered. Ordering a large tachometer RPO U16 would displace the fuel gauge in the
right-hand large pod. With a tachometer and no auxiliary console-mounted gauge package, the
fuel gauge displaces to the center pod, and no clock is available. With a tachometer and the
optional auxiliary console-mounted gauge package, the fuel gauge moves to the console. The
auxiliary console mounted four-gauge cluster RPO U17 includes the relocated clock, and
coolant temp, oil pressure, and ammeter gauges. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

